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ABSTRACT 
We compute the spectra of the Tanaka type Laplacians [] = 0~0Q + 0QS~ and A = 0~0Q + 8Q0~ on 
the Rumin complex Q, a quotient of the tangential Cauchy-Riemann complex on the unit sphere S Ln-1 
in C n . We prove that Szeg6 map is a unitary operator f om a subspace of (p, q - D-forms on the sphere 
defined by the operators A and the normal vector field onto the space of L2-harmonic (p, q)-forrns on 
the unit ball. Our results generalize earlier esult of Folland. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The Bergman space of holomorphic functions on the unit ball B of C" plays an 
important role both in representation theory of the group SU(n, 1) and complex 
analysis. The holomorphic functions in the space can be identified with square 
integrable harmonic (n, 0)-forms on B equipped with the Bergman metric. One 
may naturally consider the (p, q)-forms on the unit ball. It has been proved by 
Donnelly and Fefferman [4] that the space of L 2 harmonic (p, q)-forms on a 
strongly pseudo-convex domain is non-empty precisely when p + q = n; the case of 
unit ball was proved earlier in representation theory of semisimple Lie groups and is 
of much importance for the general strongly pseudo-convex domains. The study of 
L 2 harmonic (p, q)-forms on the unit ball is already quite involved, partly because 
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the existence theorem does not give explicit construction. In the case of the real 
ball in ~2n with the hyperbolic metric the L2-harmonic n-forms (with respect to the 
corresponding Laplacian) are Euclidean harmonic forms. One can thus consider 
the boundary value map of the harmonic forms on the unit sphere, its dual map 
gives then the Szeg6 map from (n - 1)-forms to harmonic n-forms on the real 
ball. The Szeg6 map is special case of the general Poisson transform apping the 
forms on the sphere to eigenforms of invariant differential operators on the ball. 
In [6] Gaillard computed explicitly the Poisson transform from (p - 1)-forms on 
the boundary to harmonic (not necessarily L 2) p-forms on the ball. Branson [1], 
Chen [3], and Lott [9] have found formulas expressing the L2-norm of the harmonic 
forms in terms of their boundary values and in terms of the Laplacian operators on 
the boundary. These formulas turn out to be quite important inconformal geometry, 
K-theory and in representation theory, see loc. cit. Part of our purpose is to find a 
corresponding formula for the unit complex ball. 
In a remarkable paper [8] Julg and Kasparov give a geometric onstruction 
of the space ~-~P'q of L2-harmonic (p, q)-forms on the unit ball, p + q = n, 
and they compute the boundary value on the unit sphere of the harmonic forms. 
On the sphere S there is the Cauchy-Riemann complex defined as the space of 
(p, q - 1)-forms modulo the ideal generated by the contact form ~ = ~-.~=l zJ dzj. 
However it is proved in [8] that, roughly speaking, the boundary forms of L 2 
harmonic (p, q)-forms are in the so-called Rumin complex Q, which is the quotient 
of the Cauchy-Riemann complex modulo the forms r and dr = ~=1 d~j Adzj. In 
the middle of the Rumin complex is the space of (n - 1)-forms and there defined a
second-order Rumin operator in place of the first order boundary C-R operator 0b, 
the boundary value of harmonic forms are in certain Sobolev-type space defined by 
the Rumin Laplacian which is of fourth-order. In the present paper we will use their 
results to prove a formula expressing the L2-norm of the harmonic forms in terms of 
certain Sobolev norm of their boundary values defined in terms of the Tanaka-type 
Laplacians 5Q = 0~0Q + 0Q0~ and AQ = 0~0Q + 0Q0~ on the complex Q on the 
unit sphere. For that purpose we compute the spectrum of the Laplacians on the 
Rumin complex of (p, q)-forms for general (p, q). For (0, q)-forms the operator 
E3Q coincides with the usual C-R Laplacian r7 b and its spectrum has been found 
earlier by Folland [5]. So our results generalize that of Folland. 
The L2-space of differential forms in the Rumin complex on the sphere is 
a natural model for the induced representations of the group SU(1,n) from 
certain finite-dimensional representations of the maximal parabolic subgroup. 
There arise many other geometrically interesting differential operators and unitary 
representations such as complementary series, see, e.g., [2]. We hope that our results 
here will shed light on studying those subjects. 
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we present the context of our 
problems and recall the known results. In Section 3 we compute the eigenvalues of 
the Laplacians r-qb and Ab on certain subspaces of (p, q - 1)-forms. The unitary 
structure of the space of L 2 harmonic (p, q)-forms is given in Section 4. 
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2. CAUCHY-RIEMANN COMPLEXES AND THEIR QUOTIENTS 
For some notational convenience we will consider (p, q - 1)-forms on the unit 
sphere S. We assume throughout the text that n > 1, 1 ~< p, q ~< n. 
We recall first briefly some well-known facts about Cauchy-Riemann complex 
of differential forms on S. 
Let ~p,q-1 be the space of smooth differential (p, q - 1)-forms on some 
neighborhood ofthe unit sphere S. Recall by definition that (p, q)-form is a section 
of the vector bundle A q T (0'l)t ® A p T O'0)' over some neighborhood of S. For 
simplicity we denote also f2 p'q-1 = A q-1 Tz (°'1)' ® A p Tz 0'°)' the fiber space at 
each z. We fix also the usual convention that the (1, 0)-covectors in Tz O'°)' and the 
(0, 1)-covectors in Tz ~°' 1)' are anticommuting. 
We let 
n n 
j= l  j= l  
be the (I, 0)- and (0, 1)-forms defining the contact structure on S = OB. We let 
~"2P'q-1/(~) be the quotient by the ideal (f) generated by ~. Since 0f = 0, there is 
an induced operator, denoted by 0b on the quotient ~p,q-1/(~) and it forms the C-R 
complex. 
For our purpose we need to consider some further quotients. Let Qp,q-1 = 
~"~p,q--1/(~., f ' dz) be the quotient of ~p,q-1  by the ideal generated by r, f and 
dr; the ideal is clearly invariant under 0 and 0, the induced operators on the 
quotient Qp,q-1 will be denoted by 0Q and 0Q. The spaces Ep+q-l=j Qp,q-1 for 
j ~< n -- 1 and the induced operator ofd = 0 + 0 can be prolonged to a complex, also 
called Rumin complex, so that the cohomology so obtained is the usual de Rham 
cohomology, see [8] and references therein. 
Consider the unitary group U(n) acting natural on the fiber space C n = 
Y~j=I C0z~ of the tangent bundle of B induced by the natural action, and its dual 
action on the differential forms ~ j= l  C dzj of degree 1 with constant coefficients. 
We fix the unique U(n)-invariant point-wise inner product (., .) on the differential 
forms at each point normalized so that dZjl  A . . .  A dzjq A dZil /k . . .  /k dzip,  
1 <~ il < "'" < ip <~ n, 1 <~ j l  < "'" < jq fo rm an or thonormal  basis  o f  d i f ferent 
(p, q)-forms at each z e S. We define the U(n)-invariant inner product on ~2 p'q-1 
by 
S 
where da (z) is the normalized area measure on S. 
We need further some important operators on differential forms. For ote ~'2 p'q-1 
we denote L~ the corresponding multiplication operators by or, L,~fi = ot/x ft. For a 
holomorphic tangent or anti-holomorphic tangent vector X in C n we let ix be the 
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standard evaluation operator see, e.g., [7, Chapter 0, Section 7]. In particular the 
operators 0, Ldzj, iaj anti-commute with the operators ~, Ld~j, ibj. Let 
n n 
j= l  j= l  
and 
n 
E = ~ ~j ® ~j 
j=l 
and iE the corresponding evaluation operator 
n 
iE = E ioj ® i~j. 
j= l  
We will also write ioj ® i~j as ioj i~j. Viewed as operators on ~..~p,q-1 with the point- 
wise inner product (~(z), fl(z)) for each point z their adjoint operators are 
(2.1) (Ldr)* = iE, (Lr)* = iT, (L~)* = if-. 
This is then also true with respect to the inner product (or, fl). 
The space Qp,q-1 = g2p,q-1/(r, ~, dr) can be realized as the sub-bundle Keri¢ f~ 
KeriT N Kerie on f2p,q-1 and we will fix this realization throughout our paper. 
The induced C-R operators 0Q and ~Q will be, under this identification, the 
differentiations ~ and ~, followed by the projection onto the sub-bundle. We put 
(2.2) ~j := ~bZj = ~QZj = dzj - z j r ,  ~j = OQzj = dzj - z jr; 
see, e.g., Folland [5]. 
The next lemma is elementary. 
Lemma 2.1. The differential form dr - f A r & T and 1"-primitive, namely it is 
annihilated by iT and if. Moreover the forms ~j and ~j can also be obtained by 
~j : --ioj (dr - f" A r), ~j = i~j (dr - f" A r). 
We need also some Hodge type commutation relations; the first equality below is 
well known (see, e.g., [7, Chapter 0, Section 7]), the other can be proved by routine 
computation. 
Lemma 2.2. Assume p + q <~ n. The following commutation relations hold, viewed 
as operators acting on the space ~p,q--1, 
[iE, Ldr] = p + q 
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[iT, Ldr] = Lf ,  [i t ,  Ldr] = Lr 
and 
ir Lr + Lr i r  = Izt 2, 
By taking adjoint we get then 
(2.3) [ie, L~] = - i t ,  
It follows further that 
(2.4) [ it ,  L&- f^r ]  = O, 
and 
(2.5) 
i t L f  + L~i t = IZ] 2. 
[iE, L~] = i t .  
n £ 
[iE -- i t i T ,  Ldr--~Ar] = (n - 1) - Z L¢jiaj - L~ji~j. 
j=l  j=l  
The following decomposition, which will not be used in this paper, follows easily 
from our previous commutation relation, and it might be of  some independent 
interests; it can be proved easily and we omit the proof. 
Corol lary 2.3. Realizing the quotient Qp,q-1 as the space Ker i r  A Keri  t N KeriE 
on ~p,q-1, we have 
~p,q-1 = Qp,q-1 f]) ( L r~P- l ,q -1  q_ L f~P- l ,q -1 )  ~[~ Ldr_fAr~2P--l,q--2. 
To state the next result we fix the space b = CH1 + ..- + CHn, of diagonal 
matrices as a Cartan subalgebra of  the Lie algebra u(n) c = gI(n, C), with Hj = 
diag(0 . . . . .  0, 1, 0 . . . . .  0), j = 1 . . . . .  n. Let {ej} be the basis olin' dual to {Hj}, and 
we fix an ordering of  roots of  ~ in l~l(n, C) so that el > -.. > en. 
Proposit ion 2.4. Assume p + q <~ n. As a representation space o f  K = U(n) 
the L2-space o f  (p, q - 1)-forms in the quotient Qp,q-1 = f2p,q/(r, f ,  dr)  is 
decomposed with multiplicity free as follows: 
L2(Qp,q -1 ) .~ y~ m,l m,l m,l m,1 (¢~q-l,p t~ t~q_l,p+ 1t~ ¢~q,p (~) dl)q,p+l) , 
m,l>/O 
where ~pm,l are of  highest weight ?',S 
r S 
(m, 0 . . . . .  O, -1)  + (1 . . . . .  1, 0 . . . . .  0 , ' -1  . . . . .  - f )  
with r many Is and s many - Is, for  (r, s) = (q - 1, p), (q - 1, p + 1), (q, p), (q, p + 
1); the last summand will not appear when p + q = n. 
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Proof. This follows from the Frobenius reciprocity and is stated in [8] (without 
proof). We give a brief proof here. View the space S as a homogeneous space 
S = U(n) /U(n  - 1) where U(n - 1) is the subgroup keeping the base point 
zo = (1,0 . . . . .  0) 6 S fixed. The bundle Qp.q-1 is a U(n)-homogeneous bundle, 
and the fiber space at the base point is spanned by the vectors dzil A . . .  A dZiq_2 A 
dZjl A ' ' '  A dZjp_l , 2 <<. il < "'" < iq-1 ~ n, 2 <<. j l  < "'" < jp -1  ~ n modulo 
the ideal generated by the form d~2 A dz2 + " .  + dZn A dZn since r(zo) = dzl 
and r(zo) = d~l, and it forms an irreducible representation w0 of U(n - 1), by, 
e.g., the Lefschetz decomposition [7] and by the tensor product decomposition f
representations of U(n - 1) [11]. The multiplicity of a representation /z of U(n) 
appearing in L2(Q p,q-1 ) is the same as the multiplicity ofo~o in/z. The rest follows 
then by the known results on branching under U(n - 1) of representations of U(n), 
see, e.g., [11]. [] 
3. SPECTRUM OF THE LAPLACIANS [3Q = 0~0~2 +0Q0~ AND AQ = O~OQ +OQ0~ 
In this section we compute the spectrum of the Tanaka-type Laplacians [~Q and 
AQ in the space L2(Qp,q-1), by computing their eigenvalues on each irreducible 
subspace. To simplify the notation we will suppress the upper indices (m, 1). 
Lemma 3.1. The highest weight vectors a, r,  F, ~ in the spaces di)q_l,p,m'l Oq_l,p+l 
rn,l and m,1 dl)q,p di)q,p+ 1 are given as follows: 
-m l t 
Otq_l, p ~ Z 1 ZnOlq-l,p 
with 
1 ! 
Olq-l,p = ~1 A ' ' "  A ~q--1 A ~n--p+l A ' ' "  A ~n -- - -  
n-1  
A iE((1 A " " A (q_I  A ~n_p+l A- - -A~n) ,  
(dr - f" A r) 
]~q- l ,p+l -m l = Z 1 Zn( 1 A ' ' '  A (q_I  
) A A . . .A~/A . . .A~n , 
\ i=n-p 
(q  ) -m 1 )--~(_1)i-15j~ A A~A.  A~q A~.-p+IA /~n yq,p ~ Z 1 Zn . . . . . . . .  
j= l  
and respectively 
m ) ~q,p+l=ZlZn  ( - -1 ) J - l z j~ IA ' "A~jA ' "A~q 
\ j= l  
A ( - -1) i - (n -P)Z i~n-  p A ' ' "  A ~i A ' ' "  A ~n • 
x i=n-p 
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Proof. It is easy to prove that the given forms are of the respective weights. By the 
multiplicity free result in Proposition 2.4 we need only to prove that they are in Q. 
We consider first the forms r,  V, 8. It follows from [5, Theorem 5] that 
(3.1) 
q 
C01(q) := Z( - -1 ) J - l z j (  1 A ' "  A ("j A . . .  A (q 
j= l  
q 
= Z( -1) J - l z jd~l  A. . .  Ad--~j A . . .  Ad~q, 
j= l  
and (by rewriting the formula there) 
(3.2) (1 A . . .  A (q -1  = dz l  A . - .  A dzq-1 - ~ A o9 l (q - 1) 
and they are highest weight vectors in the C-R complex Q0,q of (0, q)-forms. 
Similarly we can prove that 
(3.3) 
n 
('02(p) :=  Z (--l) i--(n--P)Zi~n-P A ' ' '  A~ii A ' ' '  A~n 
i=n-p 
---- £ ( -1 ) i - (n -P )z idzn_  p A .. . A ~ZiZi A ""  A dZn 
i=n-p 
and 
(3.4) ~n-p+l A. . "  A ~n = dZn-p+l A ' "  A dzn - z A o)2( p --  1) 
are highest weight vectors in the C-R complex Qp,0 of (p, 0)-forms. The forms 
/~, y and 8 are thus all annihilated by ir and i f ;  moreover we have ie(6) =0 by a 
simple computation. We prove now that iE(F) = 0. We have, by the above formulas, 
y = ~ol(q) AdZn-p+l A. . .  AdZn -- (--1)q-lr A Wl(q) Ao~(p -- 1). 
The first term is clearly annihilated by ie, and so is also wl(q) A wz(p -- 1). Thus 
by the commutation relation (2.3), we have that up to a factor o f+ l ,  ie(y) is 
if(col(q) A o~2(p -- 1)) = 0 
since each term Ogl(q) and co2(p - 1) is annihilated by if.  The proof of ie(fl) = 0 
is the same. 
Consider finally the form or. We have that it(or) = 0, i f (a)  = 0, since the forms 
( 's, ~'s and dr - f A r are annihilated by iT and if.  We prove now iE (or) = 0. Write 
1 
Ott=t¢-- (d r - - fAr )  AiE(t¢) 
n--1 
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with 
K =(1 A ' ' 'A (q_ I  A~n_p+l A ' "A~n.  
Now 
1 
iE(ot') = iE(K) -- i e ( (d r  -- f IX r ) iE(X))  
1 n 
1 
= iE(K) -- ( iE(dr  -- f A r ) iE(x)  + (dr  - f A r ) /x  i E ie (x ) )  
1 n 
1 1 
= iE(X) -- (n -- 1)iE(X) -- (dr  - ~" A r)  A iE iE(x)  
n- -1  n - -1  
1 
-- - - (d r - - fAr )  A iE iE (X)  
n - -1  
since ( ie (dr )  - i e ( f /x  r))  = n - 1. We claim that 
(3.5) i e ie  (~c) = O. 
Indeed, the form x is 
I¢ = dz 1A . . .  A dZq-1A dZn-p+l A""  
Adzn  - f A0)I AdZn-p+l A . . .  AdZn -- ( - -1 )q - l r  
AdZl  A . . .  AdZq-1 A0)2 + ( - -1)q- l{  A/7 A0)I A0)2 
with 0)1 = 0)l(q - 1) and w2 = 0)2(P - 1) defined in (3.3)-(3.4) (q and p replaced 
by q - 1 and p - 1, respectively). From this we have 
iE(X) = - - iE(r  m 0)1 A dZn-p+l A . . . A dZn) 
- ( - -1 )q - l iE ( r  AdZl  A ' "  AdZq-1  A0)2) 
+ ( - -1)q- l iE(£  A T A 0)1 A 0)2). 
Using the commutation relation (2.3) and using the fact that all the forms dzl  A 
• .. A dzq-1 A 0)2, 0)1 A dZn-p+l A . . .  A dzn and 0)1 and 0)2 are forms in Q we get 
(3.6) ie(tc) = (--1)q-10)l A 0)2, 
and (3.5) follows, again by the formulas (3.1) and (3.3). [] 
The following lemma gives the L2-norms o f  the highest weight vectors c~, /~, 
y, and 6. For computational reasons we assume p + q < n for certain cases. I f  
p + q = n one can find the norm by the same computation which we omit here. 
Lemma 3.2. The norms o f  the highest weight vectors in Lemma 3.1 are given by 
the fo l lowing formulas  
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[l%-l,p II 2 - - -  
m!l! ( 
(rt)m+l+2 (1 q- n -- q + 1)(m + n -- p) 
1 
(l + p)(m + q --1)~ (p+q n), < 
n-1  / 
m~l~ 
}}/~q-l,p+lll 2 -  (n)m+l+2(l + p+ l)( l +n  q), 
re!l! 
II Yq,p II 2 _ (n)m+l+~2 (m --I- q)(m + n -- p + 1), 
mIl! 
116q,p+lll 2 -  (n )m+l+2( l+p+l ) (mWq)  (p+q<n)  
where (C)n stands for  the Pochhammer symbol (c)~ = c(c + 1).. .  (c + k - 1). 
Proof. We consider first the forms /~, F and 8. The pointwise inner products 
(J~,/~), (Y, Y), and (8, 8) can be computed using the equalities (3.1)-(3.4) and the 
orthogonality of  the forms d~jl A. . .d~jq_ 1 A dzq A. . .d~ip (see also [5], though a 
different normalization was used), we have 
(£)(£ ) (fl, fl) -m l l2 IZjl2 = IZ 1 Z n IZi 12 , 
i=n--p \ j=q (-)(q (y, y)  = IZTZ/[ 2 y~tZ i l  2 ~-"~ IZj 12 , 
i=1 j=l  / 
(&8) = I~z / I  2 Izjl z Izil 2 . 
\ j= l  i p 
Their L2-norms can be computed then by integration over S, and we omit the 
details. 
We compute now the norm of~.  Adapting the notation in the proof of  Lemma 3.1, 
we have 
1 
(0t', ~') = (X, to) -- (tO, (dr -- f" A r) A iEX) 
n- -1  
1 
((dr f A r) A iEK, tO) 
n 1 
1 
+ (n -- 1) --- ---5((dr -- f A r) A iEx, (dr -- ~" A r) A iEX}. 
The inner product in the second term is 
(K, (dr - f" A r) A iEtC) = ((iE -- iT i f  )K, iEX) = (iEX, iEt¢) 
since x is in Ker i r .  So the third term is also (ietc, iex). The inner product in the 
last term is 
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((dr - f A r)  A iEx, (dr  - f A r) A iEIC) 
= ((iE -- iTi~)((dz -- f m r)  m iEX), iEK) 
= (/E ( (dr  -- f A r)  A iEx), i ex ) -  (iT(i¢((dr -- f A r)  m i~/c)), iEJc). 
But by (2.4) 
i~( (dr  - f" A r) A iet¢) = (dr  - f A r) A i~iEX 
and i~iex = iei~x = 0. So this inner product is 
(iE((dz -- ~" A r )A iEx) , iE tc )  
= (n -- 1)(iEtc, iEX) + ((dr - f A r)  A (iEiEX), iE~C) 
= (n -- 1)(iex, iex) 
by (3.5). We have then 
(3.7) (ta, or) = K> - n -1 1 [zl-m Znt ]2.(rEX, iEx). 
The point-wise norm squared of  x is 
n- -p \ [n )  
(K,K) ~-- IZil ~ ( Z Izjl2 " 
\ i=l / \j=q 
Using (3.6) we find then that 
(iE(x), ie(x)) = (COl A o~2, ~ol A a~) = (~Ol, o91)(~o2, ~o2) 
= (jq.~lZJl2)( ~ [Zi[2)" 
/ \ i----n--p+l 
The integrals o f  the two terms in (3.7) can be computed irectly and we prove then 
our results. [] 
Theorem 3.3. Assume p, q ~ 1 and p + q <<. n. 
(1) The spectrum of the Laplacian []Q = O~OQ + OQO~ on L 2( Q p,q-1) is given as 
follows: The subspaces m,l m,l m,t n), and tlPq_l, p (p + q < n), qbq_l,p+l, t~q,p (p + q < 
di) m,l q,p+l (P + q < n) are eigenspaces of DQ with eigenvalues 
m+q-a  ( 1 l ( l+p) (m+q_ l ) )  ' m-~n~pSr l  ( l+n-q+l ) (m+n-P) -n_  
(m+q-1) ( l+n-q+2) ,  (m+q-1) ( l+n-q+l ) ,  
(m + q)(l + n - q + 1), 
respectively. 
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(2) The spectra of the Laplacians AQ = O~OQ + OQO~ on L2(Q p'q-1) are given as 
m,l m,l and follows: The subspaces d~ m'l (p + q < n), (I)q_l,p+ 1 (p + q < n), di)q,p, q- l ,p 
m,l ~ q,p+l (P + q < n) are eigenspaces of AQ with eigenvalues 
l+p  ( ( l+n-q+l ) (m+n-p) -  1 ( l+p) (m+q-1) ) ,  
l+n-q  n -1  
( l+p) (m+n-p+l ) ,  ( l+p) (m+l -p+l ) ,  
( l+p) (m+n-p+ 1), 
respectively. 
Proof. To simplify the notation we will suppress the subindex Q and write 0 = 0Q. 
The operators 0, and 3, and their adjoint operators are clearly U(n)-invariant 
operators. By the multiplicity free result in Proposition 2.4, we have that the 
operator 3 0 maps highest weight vectors of bi-degree (p - 1, q - 1) to highest 
weigh vectors ofbi-degree (p, q - 1), and the corresponding statement is true for the 
operator 0Q and the adjoint operators. Explicitly we have, by direct computations, 
0or =0,  0or =0,  
3t~ = O, 8~q-l ,p+l = (l + p + l )Otq_l,p+l, 
3yq,p = (m + q)Otq,p, Oyq,p = O, 
- m,l ~--- (m m,l m,l m,l 
+ q)flq p+l 03q,p+ 1 = (l + p + 1)yq,p+ 1. 03q,p+l , , 
By the multiplicity free result we get then 
O* Otq-1, p = (m + q -- 1)II°tq-l 'P ll2 Yq-l ,p,  
IlYq-l,pll 2 
. II~q-l,pll2 ~ 
O* Otq_l,p = (1 + P )~Pq- l ,p ,  
0*/~q--l,p+l = (m + q -- 1)Ilflq-l,p+l II 2 ~q--1 p+l, 
ll6q-l,p+l It2 ' 
~* yq,p =0, 
3*3q,p+ 1 = 0, 
. llYq,pll2 6O*yq,p=(l W p ) ~  q,p, 
O*~q--l,p+ 1 = O. 
We compute the eigenvalues of [] on Olq_l,p, 
. .  ]]Otq--l,p 112 ,~ 
[70tq-1, p = 03* Otq-1, p = (m + q - 1) ~Oyq- l ,p  
IlYq-l,p II 
1~2 II°tq-l,pll 2 = (m + q - ) ~Olq_ l ,p ,  
O*~q--l,p+l ~" 0, 
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and our result hen follows by Lemma 3.2. The other eigenvalues can be computed 
similarly. [] 
4. SU(1,n)- INVARIANT UNITARY STRUCTURE ON THE HARMONIC FORMS VIA THE SZEGO 
MAP AND THE TANAKA LAPLACIANS 
Let ~-[P,q be the space of LZ-harmonic (p, q)-forms on B. In the paper [8] Julg and 
Kasparov give a geometric onstruction of forms in ~-[P,q. We recall some of their 
results here. 
Adapting the notation there we put 
a=p+l ,  b=q+m.  
Letw = z]zmdZl A. . .  AdZq AdZn-q+l A. . .  AdZn be a (p, q)-form on C n, which is 
closed and primitive in the Euclidean metric (thus Euclidean harmonic). Let F(t)  = 
2Fl (a, b; a + b + 2, t), t = Izl 2, be the hypergeometric function. Put 
~)= fow+ f l r  A i rO)+ f2f  A@w+ f3r m f A@irW 
where 
fo(z) = abF(t)  - tF'(t) ,  f l  (z) = (b + l )F'(t),  
f2(z) = (a + 1)F'(t), f3(t) = F"(t).  
Theorem 4.1 [8, Sections 3, 4]. Let p, q >>. 1 and p + q = n. The forms if9 are 
L2-harmonic (p, q)-forms and they form an orthogonal basis for the space ~P'q. 
The Szeg6 map S maps L2(Q n-l) onto 7-[ p,q and we have 
m,l 1 
S(yq,p ) -- a F ( l------3) ff). 
In [8, Theorem 4.9] the unitarity of the Szeg6 map is studied on the space of all 
L2-harmonic n-forms using the Rumin operator, which is a fourth order differential 
operator. We prove now a unitarity result using the operator 0Q and the vector field 
T+T.  
1,2 Define W~,q_ 1 to he the Hilbert space completion of differential forms in ~m'l 1 , q- - ,p  
m, l ~> 0 with the norm 
(×, ×)wl2 = - (r  + #),)y,  ×)  
1,2 Here (T + ]b). is induced action of vector field T + 2? on differential forms. Wp.q_ 1 
can be viewed as a Sobolev space of differential forms. 
Theorem 4.2. Let p, q >~ 1, p + q = n. The Szeg6 map S & a unitary operator from 
1,2 7-[ p'q of  L 2-harmonic (p , q )-forms. Wp q_ I onto the space 
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Proof. Using [8], Theorem 4.9 and Lemma 4.2 we can compute asily the norm of 
S(y) in the L2(B, AP'q)-space of (p, q)-forms on the unit ball, 
rn!l! b2(a + 1)(b + 1), 
(S(y), S(Y))L2(B,Ap,q) -- (n)m+l+2 
and by Lemma 3.2 above 
m!l! 
(y, y)LZ(Qp.q-1) -- (n)m+l+~2b(b + 1). 
However 
- (T  + T) ,y  = ((m +q) - (l + p))~/= (b - a)y 
by direct computation, and 
OQOQV = a(b + 1), 
by Theorem 3.3. We have then 
((0~0Q - ( r  + T),)×, ×) = (S(×), S(×)), 
completing the proof. [] 
Remark 4.3. Theorem 4.2 needs to be modified slightly for (p, q) = (n, 0) or 
(p, q) = (0, n). Consider the case of (p, q) = (n, 0). The space of harmonic 
(n, 0)-forms are the Bergman space of holomorphic functions f(z) square in- 
tegrable with respect o the Lebesgue measure with reproducing kernel (1 - 
(Z, W)) -(n+l), viewed as (n, 0)-forms f(z)(dz)" where (dz) n stands for dzl A . . . /x  
dzn. Consider the space of C~-functions on S with the action of G: 
zr(g): f (w)  w-~ f(g- lw)Jg_l  (w) n/(n+l), 
where Jg-I (w) is the complex Jacobian. The Szeg6 map from functions on the 
sphere S to the Bergman space is then 
(4.1) f 1 Sf(z) = (1 - <z, w)) n+l f(w)dtr(w). 
s 
The L2-space on S is decomposed under U(n) as a direct sum of irreducible 
subspaces with highest weights (m, 0 . . . . .  0, - l ) ,  see [10]. Let f be in the subspace 
with weight (0 . . . . .  0, - l ) ,  the Bergman space norm of Sf  is given by 
(4.2) IIS/ll 2 = ( -~(T  -t- T)f,  f)L2(S) 
and thus extends to a unitary operator from the corresponding Sobolev space into 
the Bergman space. Here T + T is viewed as an element in the complexification 
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of the Lie algebra of U(n) with the induced action. This can be proved by a 
direct computation. The above scalar Szeg6 map is the same as the Szeg6 map in 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.2. Indeed noticing that the area element is, as a (n - 1, n)-form, 
dtr(w) -- f A (df) n 
(n  ) 
= (c/~) n A } - -~( -1 ) i - lw jaWl  A . . .  Ag-wj  A . . .  Ac/wn , 
j= l  
and identifying Sf  (z) in (4.1) with Sf(z)(dz) ~ we can write (4.1) as 
Sf(z)(&) ~ = f (&)" A (clCv)" 
( i  ~ ~ ~ ~/))) (n +"-'-'-'~ ) 
S 
A f(W) ~-~(--1)J- lwjdWl A"'Adw~-~ A . . .Adwn . 
j=l 
So if we identify the functions f (w)  on the boundary with (n - 1, 0)-form F(w) = 
f (w)(Y]~=l( -1) J - lw j  dwl A . . .~wj . . .  A dwn); the scalar Szeg6 map is then a 
map on forms 
f (dz) n A (dtl)) n
S(F)(z) = (1 - (z, t/)}) (nq-1) A F ( to ) ,  
s 
the integral kernel being then the (n, n)-form (1 - (z, w))-(n+l)(dz)n A (dto) n. So 
(4.2) takes the form 
(4.3) IlSfll 2 = ( - ( r  + 7~).f, F)L2(S) 
with (T + 2P). the induced action on differential forms of the vector field (T + IF). 
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